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Abstract—A fundamental processing step in a wide variety of
video processing pipelines is detection of moving objects. Moving
object detection is a challenging task due to various environ-
mental conditions such as illumination changes, shadows, glare,
background clutter; foreground complexities such as occlusion,
camouflage, complex motion behavior of the foreground objects;
and imaging conditions such as low resolution and/or frame
rate, camera jitter etc. While many moving object detection
methods have been proposed, individual approaches often fail
to address all the challenges efficiently. In this paper, we propose
and evaluate different decision fusion mechanisms for robust
detection of moving objects. The proposed hybrid system relies
on motion, change, appearance cues and utilizes a mix of classical
unsupervised computer vision and supervised deep learning
approaches. Motion and change cues are computed through a
tensor based motion estimation and a multi-modal background
subtraction modules. Appearance cue is estimated using an
unsupervised deep semantic segmentation network. These com-
plementary visual cues are fused to achieve robust performance
under challenging real-world conditions. The proposed multi-
cue decision fusion pipelines were tested and evaluated on the
CDnet-2014 change detection dataset. Our novel, unsupervised,
expert-guided, semantic rule-based fusion approach with global
channel filtering (SR-Fusion+GCF) is shown to outperform the
other decision fusion strategies with an F-Measure of 69%, a
promising 12% increase in F-measure compared to the best single
cue approach.

Index Terms—moving object detection, convolutional neural
networks, fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental processing step in many computer vision
applications such as video surveillance, traffic monitoring, ac-
tivity analysis, and vehicle navigation, is detection of moving
objects in video streams. Moving object detection provides
a focus of attention for later steps such as recognition,
classification, tracking, and activity analysis, making them
more efficient. Moving object detection is a challenging task
due to various environmental conditions such as illumina-
tion changes, shadows, glare, background clutter; foreground
complexities such as occlusion, camouflage, complex motion
behavior of the foreground objects; and imaging conditions
such as low resolution and/or frame rate, camera jitter etc.
While numerous moving object detection methods have been
shown to perform well in specific controlled environments, no
single method has been shown to solve all the aforementioned

real-world challenges in a robust way. Different algorithms are
better suited to different conditions and challenges. This can
be observed in the change detection challenge (CDnet-2014)
results and follow-up studies [1] in which results are evaluated
and ranked on eleven different categories of video sequences
corresponding to different types of imaging modalities and
challenges (i.e. thermal, night videos, low frame rate, ptz
cameras, camera jitter) and environmental challenges (i.e.
dynamic background, bad weather, shadow, turbulence).

Several attempts have been investigated to combine the
outputs of various moving object detection algorithms. The
developers of the CDnet challenge evaluated the accuracy of
the top-3, top-5 and all 28 tested algorithms using the majority
vote (MV) fusion technique [2]. In seven assessment metrics,
the first two fusion strategies (top-3 and top-5) produced the
best results with respect to the top-ranked algorithm and also
with respect to the fusion of all 28 tested algorithms. A fusion
technique using majority vote was also investigated by [3]
on the outputs of 22 algorithms, as well as subsets of 3, 5,
and 7 methods. Experimental results suggested that fusion of
different algorithms work better than single best algorithms.
In [4], IUTIS (In Unity There Is Strength), is proposed as a
genetic programming pipeline to automatically select the best
algorithms, to fuse them in different ways, and to perform
the most suitable post-processing operations on the outputs of
the algorithms. The best result was obtained by IUTIS-5 that
combined the top-5 algorithms. IUTIS-5 is currently holding
the seventh ranked position in CDnet 2014 challenge website
over all results (supervised and unsupervised) and the first
ranked position among the unsupervised methods.

Our previous non-deep learning, unsupervised approach
named Flux Tensor with Split Gaussian models (FTSG) [5]
that won the original CDnet 2014 challenge, exploited the
benefits of fusing motion, change, and appearance information
for robust detection of moving objects. In this paper, we
propose and evaluate different decision fusion mechanisms
for robust detection of moving objects. The proposed hybrid
system relies on motion, change, appearance cues, as in the
case of FTSG [5], and utilizes a mix of classical unsupervised
computer vision and supervised deep learning approaches. Mo-
tion and change cues are computed through two unsupervised
and hand-crafted approaches, a tensor based motion estimation
method and a multi-modal background subtraction method.
These approaches do not require any training stage or labeled978-1-7281-8243-8/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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frames. The object-level appearance cue is obtained using a
pre-trained DeepLabV3 [6] model, which is a state-of-the-art
semantic segmentation network. Using motion, change, and
appearance cues, we propose three different decision fusion
strategies. The first strategy uses a simple majority voting
method to produce the final outcome from the individual visual
cues. The second strategy uses a deep encoder-decoder net-
work. The three visual cues corresponding to motion, change,
and appearance are concatenated to the three-channel RGB
video frame to form a six-channel network input. The encoder
stage of the network extracts, appearance-based, spatial-only
features from the first four channels (three RGB channels +
one DeepLabV3 output), and spatio-temporal features from the
fifth and sixth channels corresponding to motion and change
detection outputs. The feature maps generated by the encoder
are processed through the network decoder stage producing an
output mask for multi-cue moving object detection. The third
strategy uses an expert-guided rule set for semantic fusion.

The main contributions of this paper are (i) evaluation of dif-
ferent decision fusion strategies for robust moving object de-
tection through processing of multiple visual cues and spatio-
temporal reasoning; and (ii) a novel unsupervised, expert-
guided, semantic rule-based fusion method using global chan-
nel filtering (SR-Fusion+GCF). The proposed fusion strategies
have been tested and evaluated on the comprehensive Change
Detection 2014 Challenge dataset [7]. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. In Section II, details of motion, change,
appearance cue computation and proposed decision fusion
strategies are described. In Section III, experimental results
are presented. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. METHODS

We have designed, developed, and evaluated different fusion
strategies for robust detection of moving objects in scenes
captured by a static camera. We have specifically explored
decision fusion strategies for the fusion of three types of
complementary visual cues pertaining to motion, change, and
appearance. In the rest of this section, we first summarize the
methods used to extract the individual motion, change, and
appearance cues; then describe the details of the proposed
decision fusion strategies.

A. Visual Cues used for Moving Object Detection

We have explored use and fusion of three types of com-
plementary visual cues pertaining to motion, change, and
appearance. Motion and change cues are estimated using un-
supervised flux tensor motion estimation [8] and multi-modal
background subtraction [9] modules. Appearance cues is es-
timated using an unsupervised deep semantic segmentation
network. Pixel-level flux motion and background subtraction
change cues are obtained using unsupervised and hand-crafted
approaches that do not require any training stage or labeled
frames. Object-level appearance cue is obtained using a pre-
trained model of DeepLabV3 [6], which is a state-of-the-art
semantic segmentation network.

1) Multi-modal background subtraction for change estima-
tion: Change is estimated using a background subtraction
approach. Background subtraction (BGS) is a widely used
method to estimate foreground masks for non-moving cam-
eras. As the name implies, foreground masks are obtained by
computation and analysis of differences between an incoming
video frame and a background model built in time using
recursive or non-recursive approaches (Fig. 1).

For robust detection of changed foreground regions in
complex scenes, we used the adaptive mixture of Gaussians
method defined in [10], [11] and implemented in the OpenCV
library (BackgroundSubtractorMOG2) [9]. The approach ef-
fectively handles multi-modal backgrounds by utilizing a vari-
able number of Gaussian models per pixel. Shadow detection
is also enabled in the OpenCV implementation. As a pre-
processing step, input video sequence is smoothed using a 5×5
Gaussian filter prior to feeding to the background subtraction
module. Foreground masks obtained from the background sub-
traction module are post-processed to eliminate small spurious
blobs and to fill small holes using mathematical morphology
operations.

Fig. 1: Foreground mask computation using background sub-
traction methods.

2) Tensor-based motion estimation: Although background
subtraction algorithms have benefits such as robustness to
aperture problem and response to stopped objects, they are
vulnerable to dynamic changes in the background. Background
estimation errors often tend to persist for long periods of
time due to recursive nature of background estimation. We
used an explicit motion detection module to account for fast
motion or shorter-term change while being robust to dynamic
background changes and background estimation errors. We
used our efficient tensor-based motion computation scheme,
flux tensor [8], for fast and robust motion estimation. Flux
tensor relies on temporal variance of the optical flow field
within the local 3D spatio-temporal volume [5], [8], [12]. Flux
tensor is defined in expanded matrix form as,
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∫

Ω
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dxdt
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 (1)

The flux tensor elements integrate knowledge about changes
in spatio-temporal gradients. This results in effective discrimi-
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nation between features of stationary and moving objects. The
flux tensor matrix trace can be written compactly as,

trace(JF ) =

∫
Ω

|| d
dt
5 I||2dy (2)

and calculated efficiently without expensive eigenvalue de-
composition to distinguish moving and non-moving regions
[8], [13], [14]. To obtain flux tensor motion masks, flux trace
is thresholded, and post-processed to eliminate small spurious
detection, and to fill small holes within foreground blobs as
in the case of background subtraction.

3) Semantic segmentation for appearance estimation: Ap-
pearance cues are estimated using a pre-trained DeeplabV3
[6] model, which is a state-of-the-art semantic segmentation
network. DeeplabV3 handles multi-scale object segmentation
using atrous convolutions placed in cascade or in parallel to
capture multi-scale contextual information.

The pre-trained DeepLabV3 model that we are using in this
work to capture appearance cues has a ResNet-101 backbone
and was trained on a subset of the COCO train2017 dataset
[15] training images, on the 20 categories present in the Pascal
VOC dataset [16]. The 20 category output of the DeepLabV3
network is converted to a binary foreground-background mask
by assigning foreground label to the categories of interest such
as car, person, bicycle etc. and assigning background label to
the remaining categories.

Fig. 2: Cue results obtained from a single frame of a CDnet-
2014 PTZ/intermittentPan category. Original frame (Col1),
BGS mask (Col2), Flux mask (Col3), DeeplabV3 mask (Col4).

Fig. 2 shows the change, motion, and appearance cues
obtained from a sample video frame. We can observe spurious
detections in the BGS mask caused by camera motion and de-
lay in adaptation of the background model to this change. Flux
mask detects only the recently changed regions. DeeplabV3
detects objects of interest that consist of moving and stationary
cars and pedestrians.

B. Decision Fusion Methods

In this section, the proposed decision fusion strategies are
discussed in detail. Same motion, change, and appearance
cues, described above, are used in all of the decision fusion
strategies.

1) Majority Voting: Majority voting is one of the popular
and simple voting methods, where if more than half of the cues
are true, then the final voting result will also be true. Fig. 3
illustrates the majority voting process on a sample video frame.
We can observe that most of the false detections present in the
BGS cues, get removed through majority voting.

Fig. 3: Overall process of majority voting method.

2) Deep Encoder-Decoder Fusion (DF-Net): Since the
deep encoder-decoder network is one of the popular types of
architecture used for semantic segmentation, we designed a
similar network architecture, named DF-Net, for deep learn-
ing based fusion of visual cues. The network input consists
of six-channel information, three-channel RGB video frame
concatenated to three-channel appearance, motion, and change
cues. The DF-Net encoder stage extracts spatial-only features
from the first four channels (RGB image + appearance cue),
and spatio-temporal features from the fifth and sixth channels
(motion and change cues). The feature maps generated by
the encoder are processed through the network decoder stage
producing an output mask for moving object detection.

Fig. 4 illustrates the architecture of the DF-Net with an early
fusion of cues.

3) Semantic Rule Based Fusion (SR-Fusion): SR-Fusion
is our custom, expert-guided, semantic fusion approach that
consists of a set of rules that are designed considering the
characteristics of the methods generating the fused visual cues.
Fig. 5 illustrates the SR-Fusion process.

At the first step (1), individual motion, change, and ap-
pearance masks are fused to determine preliminary moving
and stopped foreground regions. Moving foreground regions
(MaskMV ) are identifies as regions detected as foreground
by both flux tensor motion and BGS change cues (Eq. 3).
Moving foreground region mask is stored in the green channel.
Stopped foreground regions (MaskST ) are identified as fore-
ground regions detected by both BGS change and DeeplabV3
appearance cues, but labeled as background (non-moving) by
flux tensor motion cue. Stopped foreground region mask is
stored in the red channel.

MaskMV =MaskBGS ∩MaskFlux (3)
MaskST =MaskBGS ∩MaskDL ∩(1−MaskFlux) (4)

In the next step (3) holes in the foreground masks are de-
tected and filled based on appearance model, motion cues, and
similarity of input to the foreground model and stored in the
blue channel. After obtaining results from the fill gaps module,
the foreground model is updated (7) to differentiate stopped
objects from the true background in the new frames. The
moving (green) and stopped (red) regions with the result of the
gap-filling (blue) are concatenated channel-wise (4) forming
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Fig. 4: The 6-channel DF-Net architecture, which includes appearance (RGB frame, time t and DeeplabV3, time t) in the first
four channels, change cues (BGS, time t), and flux motion (time t) in the fifth and six channels, respectively.

Fig. 5: The overall process flow of SR-Fusion with Global Channel Filtering (GCF).

a new three-channel RGB image as a result of the proposed
SR-Fusion. Finally, by applying global channel filtering (GCF)
on the SR-Fusion results (5), over detection in appearance and
motion are handled. To accomplish this, two rules are applied.
In the first rule, any channel that covers more than 40% of the
total frame area is ignored. The first rule handles frames with
large percentages of false detections. In some cases, camera
motion may cause too many small spurious detections that
may be missed by the first rule. To handle these kinds of
false detections, a second rule is applied. In the second rule,
any channel that has over detection is ignored. To find which
channel has an over detection, compute each channel mean (I)
and distance transform mean (DT) separately, and if

mean(I) > k ·mean(DT ) (5)

discard that channel. k is an input parameter empirically
selected as 2 for green channel and 3 for blue and red channels
in this work. After applying GCF, a binary mask is obtained
as a final result.

Fig. 6 illustrates the intermediate and final results of the
SR-Fusion+GCF method on a sample video frame.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, details on test datasets, training details of
DF-Net, evaluation metrics, qualitative and quantitative results
of the proposed SR-Fusion+GCF method are presented.

Fig. 6: Intermediate and final results of the SR-Fusion+GCF.

A. Benchmark evaluation datasets

We used CDnet-2014 change detection challenge bench-
mark dataset [7] to evaluate the proposed methods. In order
to allow objective and accurate quantitative comparison and
ranking of change detection algorithms, CDnet-2014 [7] was
created. The dataset consists of almost 160K frames (118K
labeled), from 53 video sequences, grouped into 11 categories
corresponding to realistic scenarios and difficult circumstances
such as illumination change, bad weather, dynamic back-
ground, night images, PTZ, thermal, etc. The spatial reso-
lutions of the dataset videos differ between 320 × 240 and
720 × 576. With constantly updated assessments reported on
the Change Detection Workshop website [1], CDnet-2014 is
the most extensive dataset for change and moving object
detection.
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TABLE I: Quantitative result of fusion methods and input masks on CDnet-2014 seven assessment metrics [7].

Flux Mask MoG Mask DeeplabV3 Mask Majority Voting DF-Net SR-Fusion SR-Fusion+GCF

Re 0.7833 0.7214 0.623 0.749 0.8317 0.8192 0.7627
Sp 0.8843 0.9756 0.623 0.9856 0.9755 0.9818 0.9876

FPR 0.1157 0.0244 0.0279 0.0144 0.0245 0.0182 0.0124
FNR 0.2167 0.2786 0.377 0.251 0.1683 0.1808 0.2373
PWC 11.7492 3.6549 3.6884 2.6085 2.995 2.3921 2.0661

P 0.2835 0.5509 0.6897 0.6641 0.6244 0.6576 0.7024
F 0.35 0.5456 0.5695 0.6186 0.6516 0.6782 0.6901

B. DF-Net Training Details
We used Scene Background Initialization (SBI) 2015 dataset

[17] with ground-truth labels given by [18] to train our DF-
Net model. The SBI 2015 dataset contains 14 video sequences
and we used 10 suitable video sequences from this dataset to
train our model. The video sequences “Foilage”, “PeopleAnd-
Foilage”, “Snellen” and “Toscana” were not used in the train-
ing process because the “Foilage”, “PeopleAndFoilage”, and
“Snellen” datasets were dealing with moving tree branches,
which do not fit our objects of interest. “Toscana” dataset was
not used for training because it consisted of only 6 labeled
frames.

Network input size is set to 480×640×6. Adam optimizer
is used during training with an initial learning rate of 1e-4.
The training data is shuffled and split into 90% for training
and 10% for validation. Since there is an imbalance between
the foreground and background classes (i.e. in some frames
foreground area constitutes less than 20% of the total image
area), a Tversky loss (Eq. 6) [19] is used to train the network.
Tversky loss has been proposed to achieve a better tradeoff
between precision and recall (or false positives (FP) and false
negatives (FN)). Tversky loss is defined as,

LTversky(P,G;α, β) =
|PG|

|PG|+ α|P\G|+ β|G\P |
(6)

where, P and G denote the set of predicted and ground-truth
labels, and α and β control the magnitude of penalties for false
positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs). We set the α and
β parameters to 0.3 and 0.7 respectively as suggested in [19].
The proposed DF-Net model is implemented in MATLAB, and
trained for 20 epochs with a mini-batch size of 4. For each
epoch the training and validation samples are shuffled again.
It took ≈ 4 hours to finish the whole training process for the
DF-Net on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

C. Evaluation metrics
We evaluated the performance of the proposed decision

fusion methods using seven assessment metrics given in the
CDnet challenge website [1]. The seven metrics are: recall
(Re), specificity (Sp), false positive rate (FPR), false negative
rate (FNR), precision (P), F-Measure (F), and percentage of
the wrong classification (PWC) and defined as,

Re =
TP

(TP + FN)
; Sp =

TN

(TN + FP )
(7)

FPR =
FP

(FP + TN)
; FNR =

FN

(TP + FN)
(8)

P =
TP

(TP + FP )
; F =

2× P ×Re
(P +Re)

(9)

PWC =
100× (FN + FP )

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
(10)

where FP (false positive) represents the number of wrongly
classified background pixels; TP (true positive) denotes the
number of correctly labeled foreground pixels; FN (false
negative) represents the number of wrongly classified fore-
ground pixels; and TN (true negative) denotes the number of
correctly labeled background pixels. Using the standardized
assessment tool provided by [1], we computed these metrics.
For PWC, FNR, and FPR metrics, lower values indicate better
performance, whereas for Recall, Accuracy, and F-Measure
metrics, higher values indicate better performance. Among
these metrics, we are mainly interested in the F-Measure (F),
which is is generally accepted as a good indicator of overall
change detection performance balancing precision and recall
accuracy.

D. Experiments on CDnet-2014 Benchmark Videos

We used MATLAB evaluation utility code from CDnet-2014
website, to evaluate masks and proposed fusion strategies.
Quantitative evaluation results for the proposed decision fusion
strategies along with the cues are shown in Table I. It can
be observed that among all single-cue masks DeeplabV3
performs best with an F-Measure of almost 57%. In the
proposed fusion methods, majority voting method performs
poorly compared to the other fusion strategies with an F-
Measure of almost 62%. Unsupervised DF-Net, which is
trained on SBI-2015 dataset and tested on CDnet-2014 dataset,
performs slightly better than majority voting method having
F-Measure of 65%. Among all proposed fusion methods,
SR-Fusion with global channel filtering (GCF) achieves the
highest F-Measure of 69%. GCF rules applied on top of the
SR-Fusion leads to a performance improvement of more than
1%.

Fig. 7 shows intermediate and final results for the pro-
posed SR-Fusion with global channel filtering method. The
figure illustrates the complementary nature of the visual mo-
tion, change, and appearance cues, and how SR-Fusion and
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Fig. 7: Qualitative results of SR-Fusion+GCF method. Columns from left to right: input images, ground truth masks, flux
mask, BGS mask, DeeplabV3 mask, SR-Fusion result, SR-Fusion+GCF result.

GCF overcomes problems in single cue detection (e.g. over-
detection caused by camera motion in row 2 and over-detection
by the appearance cue in row 4).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed and evaluated three different decision
fusion mechanisms for robust multi-cue moving object de-
tection: (1) majority voting; (2) unsupervised deep encoder-
decoder fusion DF-Net; and (3) unsupervised, expert-guided,
semantic rule-based fusion (SR-Fusion). We further improved
SR-Fusion with global channel filtering (SR-Fusion+GCF).
Unsupervised tensor-based motion estimation, an unsupervised
mixture of Gaussian background subtraction, and unsupervised
semantic segmentation appearance cues are used as inputs for
the proposed fusion mechanisms. Fusion of complementary
appearance, motion, and change cues leads to promising
improvements in robust moving object detection. (i) The
simple majority voting method improved the best single cue
method, which is obtained using DeeplabV3 mask, by 5%.
(ii) Proposed fully unsupervised, expert-guided, semantic de-
cision fusion mechanism with global channel filtering SR-
Fusion+GCF lead to 12% performance improvement with
respect to the state-of-the-art semantic segmentation network
DeeplabV3.
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